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any advice provided by the Service Providers.
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SECTION A
How to Choose a Service Provider
This directory is an overview of New Zealand based consultants that have an expertise in lean coaching,
training & implementation that have been approved to deliver the Lean programme. We suggest the
following steps to choose a provider that will meet the needs of your business:
1. Review the information using the checklist below.
2. Form a shortlist of 3 potential providers.
3. Follow the link to each of the shortlisted providers’ websites.
4. Contact providers directly for further information and request referees if required.
5. Make your choice and advise the provider who will make arrangements with you to commence next
steps.
The indicated cost range is intended as a non-binding estimate that clients can use for budgeting purposes.
Prices exclude GST. Some consultancies charge for travel expenses and other disbursements separately.

Checklist
Use this checklist while developing your shortlist.

✔ Sector Experience
o

Does the provider have experience in the sector your business operates in?

✔ Previous clients
o

Does the consultant have experience or even specialize in working with businesses that are
similar to yours?

✔ Methodology
o
o

Does the style in which the provider delivers their services seem to suit your business
culture?
How flexible is the consultant in terms of the time commitment associated with their
method of delivery?

✔ Location
o
o
o

Will a provider be in close proximity to help communication with you?
Are you willing to pay for travel costs if not included in the offered programme?
Will web based communication work for you?

✔ Cost
o
o

Prices vary between providers.
Does your chosen provider’s cost structure work well within your budget?
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SECTION B

Overview of Lean Service Providers

Click the provider name to jump to a detailed description.
*The indicated cost range is intended as a non-binding estimate that clients can use to budget with. Prices exclude GST. Some consultancies charge for travel expenses and other disbursements separately.

Name

Technical Specialisation

Sector Experience

Pricing [NZD]*

Contact

HTK Group

● Lean concept implementation and adoption
(Six Sigma, TOC, JIT)
● ERP/MRP systems enhancement and systems
integration (go-live readiness)
● Change management and support
● Supply-chain optimisation and outsourcing
● Digital tools to maximise efficiencies and
opportunities
● Inventory control
● Building high-performance teams
● Health and safety
● Cultural capability building

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Manufacturing and industrial
Sheet metal fabrication
Automotive sector
Warehousing and logistics
Food and beverage
Startups
Digital technology

● Pricing is dependent upon
the type of support
required, ranging from:
o Hourly rate: $150–
$250
o Daily rate: $1,000–
$1,800

Renata Hakiwai
021 942 093
r.hakiwai@htkltd.co.nz
htkltd.co.nz

Improve8

● Lean manufacturing/management
● Toyota Production System/Toyota Way
culture
● Continuous improvement culture
● Problem solving
● Leadership coaching
● Process improvement
● Current state diagnostics/reviews
● The LeanFarm Project (bringing Lean to
farming)
● Lean training and capability development
● Coaching

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Banking/Finance
Healthcare
Agriculture/Primary industry
Manufacturing
FMCG
Retail
Government
Mining
Rail
Construction
IT/Telecommunications
Defence

● Pricing based on the type
and duration of client
engagement.
● As a member of the Lean
supplier panel we are
offering a discounted daily
rate, which ranges from
$1,600–$2,000 (travel and
incidental costs are
additional).

Jana Krizova Hocken
021 201 7217
jana@improve8.com
info@leanfarm.nz
improve8.com/leanfarm.nz
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● Project management
Improvement
Direct

● Developing Lean management systems to suit
clients’ organisational requirements
● Using Agile/Scrum collaboration models in
learning transfer, and improvementimplementation projects
● Focusing on team engagement as a platform
for lasting change
● Lean implementation plans, incorporating real
JIT supply-chain knowledge and experience,
and continuous improvement models for all
teams (18 years’ experience as a Lean
consultancy)

● Manufacturing and supply chain,
including FMCG
● Service, IT, sales and administration
teams
● Primary industries
● Retail and customer-facing teams

● Lean implementation
plans are designed to
match clients’ needs,
available resources and
budgets. Projects are
generally based on a 12–
18-month plan to
spread/reduce client costs
and maximise the benefits
and outcomes from
Callaghan Innovation
funding.

Peter Maunder
027 491 3327
peter@idirect.co.nz
peter@xtra.co.nz
idirect.co.nz

IMS Projects

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

● Daily rate: $1,250–$2,000
● We offer fixed-fee
programmes, including a
reduced-cost assessment
and planning phase.
● For selected clients, we
guarantee a 2:1 return on
investment on
implementation activity.

Adrian Packer
021 304 539
hello@ims-projects.co.nz
ims-projects.co.nz

Strategic planning
Innovation strategy
Entrepreneurial management
Leading change and team engagement
Lean deployment
Management systems implementation
Problem solving

Manufacturing
Construction
Food and beverage
Agritech
Government

We are also providers of Callaghan Innovation’s
Digital Lean programme.
Intent Group

● Implementation of Lean or continuous
improvement techniques
● Lean manufacturing and Lean service
● Logistics and supply-chain optimisation

● Primary industries
● General manufacturing
● Food and beverage manufacture and
processing
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● $1,500–$3,000 per day,
depending on expertise
and experience required.
Contact us directly for a
specific quote.

Ian Walsh
Managing Director
0275 349 258
iwalsh@intentgroup.co.nz
intentgroup.co.nz
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● Quality management improvements and
process development
● Innovation and/or new product development
● Strategy development and deployment
● Lean construction
● Agile delivery and training
● Programme and project management

● Warehousing, transportation and
distribution
● Lean building and construction
● Local and central government
● Retail, customer service and
operations

KAIZEN
INSTITUTE NZ

● Holistic Kaizen improvement: Product,
process, people, purpose (strategy)
● Culture change – habits to sustain Lean
● Kaizen leader development
● Kaizen principles and methodology
● Frontline engagement and development
● Practical implementation with your teams

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Construction
Food processing
Agriculture
Retail
Manufacturing: continuous processing
Manufacturing: job-shop environment
Education
Healthcare (services and
manufacturing)
● Logistics and warehousing

● $2,000 per full day

Lean Engage

● Tailored business improvement programmes
based on practical experience and shaped by
current Lean best practice
● Practical learning/improvement projects that
generate new market value
● Developing Lean thinking as a sustainable
competitive advantage
● Developing staff confidence to make
continuous improvement and adaptiveness
part of their daily skillset, and developing
leaders as coaches
● Support of a business improvement
consultant

● Commercial joinery and manufactured
timber
● Food production, processing and
export (Pakihi Maōri)
● Energy
● Engineering and maintenance delivery
● Health and safety
● Manufacturing
● Not-for-profit skills development
training
● Oil and gas
● Professional services consultants

● $1,760 per day
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● $1,000 per half-day

● $220 per hour (online
training and remote
support)

Peet Wiid
021 897 832
pwiid@kaizen.com
nz.kaizen.com and
kaizen.com

Darren McDonald
022 373 1885
darren@leanengage.co.nz
leanengage.co.nz
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● Access to quality management, carbon and
energy transition specialists.
Lean Group

● Full Lean implementation and change
management
● Problem solving, root cause analysis
● Lean tools, 5S, value stream mapping
● Quality improvement
● Measurement frameworks
● Advanced tools, SMED, TPM

●
●
●
●
●

Lean Hub

● Business future-proofing using Lean
techniques, methodologies and innovation to
add value
● System and process improvements to support
sustainable growth and reduce waste
● Digital enablement and guidance on
technology decisions
● Visual management, providing technology to
visualise real-time production results
● Culture improvement/staff engagement
● Quality management
● Governance and strategic planning
● Leadership coaching

Lean6Sigma

● Developing practical Lean plans that take the
client on the improvement journey
● Executing focused improvement plans to add
value
● Building in-house process improvement and
problem-solving capability using Lean, Lean

Manufacturing
Agriculture
Service
Construction, fabrication and building
FMCG

● $1,200–$2,000 per day,
depending on the type
and length of commission.

Ian Lines
027 690 0922
i.lines@leangroup.co.nz
leangroup.co.nz

●
●
●
●

Food manufacturing and processing
General manufacturing
Forestry/Logging
Fisheries and seafood processing and
exporting facilities
● Engineering
● Farming (livestock and cropping)
● Service/Retail

● $1,600–$2,800 per day,
depending on project
requirements.

Steffan Kelly
0800 LEAN HUB
(0800 532 6482)
info@theleanhub.co.nz
theleanhub.co.nz

● Service operations, including airline
and airport operations, warehouse and
logistics operations, energy and mobile
fleet operators
● Low to high-volume food and
beverage manufacturing

● $200 per hour (on site) for
all inhouse Lean project
assignments.
● Practitioner inhouse
training is $325 per
candidate for Yellow Belt

Chris Reed
021 727 464
chrisreed@lean6sigma.co.nz
lean6sigma.co.nz
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Six Sigma and Change Management
techniques
● Collaborative training involving the host
company and other
agencies/suppliers/customers in the value
stream
● ‘Learning by doing’ project-based training,
using project case studies and classroom
simulation training exercises
● Project acceleration techniques using Kaizen
workshops

● Building and construction

(one day) and $425 for
Green Belt (two–three
days).
● No additional fees applied
for the Auckland region;
reasonable travel and
accommodation expenses
charged for other regions.

LMAC

● Lean tools for organisational high
performance
● Leadership development
● Change leadership and people engagement
● Strategy development and deployment
● Systems maturity development

●
●
●
●
●
●

● $2,300–$3,000 depending
on the seniority of the
consultant and the nature
of the activity.

Dave Armin
021 246 8529
dave.armin@lmac.co.nz
lmac.co.nz

Many Caps
Consulting

● Business strategy, culture development and
execution alignment
● Full range of Lean training and support
● Problem solving (5 Whys, Fishbone, 5W1H,
basic statistical methodologies)
● Creating and working in a visual management
environment
● Leadership development to support a Lean
organisation approach
● Total productive maintenance programmes
● Daily work routines

● Manufacturing, production and
engineering workshops, including
facility design
● Medical device manufacturing
● Service-based organisations, such as
IT/project management offices
● Office and administration
● Specialist vehicle manufacturing

● $1,700 per day
● $875 per half day

John Watt
021 164 9739
john@manycaps.com
manycaps.com

Food processing
FMCG
Manufacturing
Industry 4.0
Primary industries
Service industries
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● ISO management systems, and the PDCA
application and Lean linkages
Plexus
Consulting

● Team-based implementation of Lean and
continuous improvement programmes
● Team focused strategy development and
deployment
● Lego Serious Play certified facilitator
● Lean training and leadership development
● Change management
● Review and development of management
systems
● Facilitation of rapid improvement events
● One-off Lean and team-based workshops

● Manufacturing (general and
specialised)
● Health
● Education
● Service-based businesses
● SMEs (fewer than 50 staff)
● Primary industries

● Programmes are sized and
priced according to
expected demand, and
our preference is to set a
monthly fixed fee for the
length of our engagement.
The fixed fee is based on a
daily rate of $1,800–
$2,000 plus expenses (if
relevant).

Robert Bull
021 068 6072
robert@plexusconsulting.co
.nz
plexusconsulting.co.nz

Productivity
People

● Leading transformational company-wide
cultural change. Strategy cascade and change
management ensure the organisation is
connected and aligned
● Empowerment and training of managers,
team leaders and shop-floor teams
● Foundation practices such as daily
management systems, 5S, teamwork, visual
management, (leader) standard work and onthe-event and RCA problem solving
● Specialist DMAIC/Six Sigma problem solving,
specialist asset management practices/TPM,
theory of constraints, and specialist Lean
practices such as load levelling, one-piece
flow, supply chain integration, set-up time

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

● $1,750–$2,500 per day

Geerten Lengkeek
027 569 9001
0800 PRO PEOPLE
(0800 776 736)
geerten.lengkeek@producti
vitypeople.co.nz
productivitypeople.co.nz

Manufacturing
Supply chain
Primary industries
Engineering
Electronics
FMCG
Customer service and other
administrative processes supporting
main operational activities
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reduction (as per our productivity growth
wheel)
Simply Lean
Business
Solutions

● Customised Lean programme aligned with
clients’ business strategy
● Governance to provide leadership and
sustainable advancement of the Lean
programme
● Implementation planning, execution and
tracking to meet clients’ goals and objectives
● Lean application training and development to
advance skills, and develop processes by
employing the right solutions unique to the
organisation
● Leadership development to grow the
improvement capability of the organisation
and foster its unique culture.

● Primary industries: aquaculture, dairy,
forestry, horticulture, viticulture,
including processing, warehousing and
distribution
● Manufacturing and production: design,
continuous and semi-continuous
manufacturing including high & low
volume, project and jobbing
● Construction and engineering
including warehousing and distribution
● Office, administrative support and
service

● $1,900 per consultant per
day
● $950 per consultant per
half day.

Peter Cox
0800 SENSEI
(0800 736 734)
027 444 7383
info@simplylean.co.nz
simplylean.co.nz

Smarter Better
Faster

●
●
●
●
●

● Administration: -office systems and
process
● Agriculture: farming
● Engineering: maintenance services,
structural, heavy/light fabrication, jobshop
● Horticulture: growing – fruit,
vegetables; viticulture
● Manufacturing: food, materials,
components, plastic
● Processing: joinery, fertiliser, timber,
fish, meat, small goods, fruit,
vegetables

● $1,800–$2,100 per day
plus expenses.

Glenn Manahi
0274 445 593
glenn.manahi@sbf.co.nz
sbf.co.nz

Change leadership and team engagement
Lean leader and Lean team development
Lean thinking (education, tools and tactics)
Problem solving
Focused improvement
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● Service: professional engineers
TXM Lean
Solutions

Yeats
Consulting

● Implementing Lean for small and mediumsized manufacturing and distribution
companies proven among more than 400
companies in 21 countries
● Lean manufacturing
● Lean plant or warehouse layout
● Lean warehouse operations
● Lean maintenance (total productive
maintenance)
● Supply-chain management
● Lean leadership

Experience in all forms of manufacturing
and distribution including

●
●
●
●

● Manufacturing (process and job-shop)
● Heavy engineering/projects
engineering
● Food and beverage
● Print and packaging
● Utilities, transport and logistics
● Tourism and hospitality
● Services: health, financial, creative and
retail

Process and people performance optimisation
Business process improvement
Operations strategy development
Workplace management (5S) and safety
culture development
● Lean/Quality management system
development
● Change management
● Management and leadership development

● Food and beverage manufacturing and
distribution
● Agribusiness (horticulture, intensive
livestock husbandry, processing)
● Metal products manufacturing
(fabrication, sheet metal machining)
● Machinery manufacturing
● Pharmaceutical and medical device
manufacturing and distribution
● Timber products manufacturing
● Construction materials manufacturing
(including windows, doors, modular
buildings)
● Industrial products distribution
● Chemicals and coatings manufacturing
● Printing and sign manufacturing
● Electronics and hi-tech manufacturing
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●

TXM projects are billed
on the basis of a flat fee
to deliver agreed client
objectives. We provide a
warranty to customers
that if those objectives
are not delivered we will
continue to work at our
own expense until they
are delivered.

● Standard consulting rate
of $2,600 per day. Travel
costs apply to work
outside of the Auckland
region.

Peter Davidson
021 314 991
peter.davidson@txm.com
txm.com/nz/

Clinton Yeats
021 653 089
clint@yeats.co.nz
yeats.co.nz
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● Lean ‘tool’ and methodology training and
implementation

● Local government and industry
training organisations
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SECTION C Detailed Service Provider Profiles
1. HTK Group
htkltd.co.nz

Back to Overview

1.1.

Service Provider(s) Background

HTK Group is a Māori owned professional service organisation, which specialises in business
investment, development and advisory. We have specialists in most areas of business, from
startup through to after-sales service. In addition to our professional commercial advisory services,
we also deliver several government-funded programmes.
HTK Group is one of the largest Māori business consultancy firms in Aotearoa. Grounded in a
practical approach to business development, we work with your business to identify and develop
achievable and sustainable solutions. Our approach centres around building and maintaining
relationships with our clients to understand their needs and deliver results.
The Lean team at HTK Group has a wealth of experience running successful businesses in NZ,
Australia, Southeast Asia and Japan. Our Lean team is supported by our business advisory team,
which provides ancillary support throughout our engagements with clients. We have extensive
knowledge and experience, and relish the opportunity to share this with our clients.

1.2.

New Zealand Regions Serviced

Nationwide

1.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

Lean is a collaborative process, so we work closely with clients and their teams to build buy-in
throughout the organisation. We want everyone to see the success and benefits of Lean so that
they independently look for more. Our goal is to encourage and implement a culture of ongoing
improvement by guiding our clients through the journey – educating, sharing key techniques and
showing success.
Our first step is getting to know our clients, their business and current goals. Using our experience
and methodologies we take a business through our process, investigating key areas throughout
the supply chain to maximise workflow – from customers' orders through to finished product and
sales.
Communication is key throughout the journey. Together we will take business goals; break them
down to specific, easy-to-follow project plans; then allocate resources (creating resources if
needed) and timeframes – all while generating buy-in. Each project plan can have a client lead, or
‘project champion’, monitoring and encouraging progress. Their exposure will be measured by our
Lean team to ensure they are learning with the right levels of support and challenges.
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1.4.

Referees

Upon request
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2. Improve8
improve8.com

Back to Overview

2.1

Service Provider(s) Background

Improve8 was founded by Jana Krizova Hocken in 2012. Jana brings 20 years of experience
implementing Lean management systems and culture across all industry sectors throughout
Europe, Australasia, US and Asia.
Jana’s Lean foundations developed while working as an engineer in the Toyota Motor Company,
where Lean manufacturing originated. This foundation has established her as a leading Lean
practitioner with a track record of successfully implementing Lean principles, tools and –
importantly – culture. Jana is the author of the book The Lean Dairy Farm, and is a regular guest
speaker at conferences and on podcasts.
Improve8 establishes long-term relationships and partnerships with its clients. Our key to success
with any client is our ability to positively engage with their team at all levels, to build buy-in and a
successful change-management process. Further, we see supporting a cultural change and building
the internal capability of our clients is paramount to their success in sustaining any improvements.
We bring a fresh, enjoyable, energetic and pragmatic approach to create positive outcomes.
We have worked with more than 200 clients – from small organisations to large corporates, across
more than 30 countries – and supported them in generating over $30 million in value.

2.2

New Zealand Regions Serviced

Nationwide

2.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

Our client engagements are tailored to suit our clients’ business needs. We partner with our
clients in the improvement process and ensure that knowledge is transferred to the client
throughout the engagement. This helps to build internal capability to support long-term success,
and the sustainability of improvements and cultural change.
We support our clients in numerous ways including: implementation of Lean transformation
programmes; supporting problem solving on key challenges or performance issues; developing
and delivering Lean training programmes; providing current state diagnostics and identifying
opportunities; and running Kaizen workshops to drive quick-win improvement.
Examples of client engagements include:
●
●

Working with an executive team to introduce goal policy deployment and visual
management systems to improve communication and achieve successful delivery of KPIs.
Delivery of Lean transformation programme, including alignment to client’s strategy and
KPIs, establishing pilot projects, leadership engagement, capability development at all
levels, improvement project implementation, establishing measurement/reporting
systems, and progressive roll-out of Lean tools/principles.
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●
●

Implementing Lean principles across client laboratory processes to create FIFO flow,
reduce waiting times, reduce errors and improve quality and turnaround times.
Delivering Lean training programmes for farmers to support implementation of Lean
thinking in agriculture.

2.4 Referees
Upon request
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3. Improvement Direct
idirect.co.nz

Back to Overview

3.1.

Service Provider(s) Background

Improvement Direct continues to develop and refine Lean training and consulting plans to support
customers, drawing on 19 years of experience in the NZ Lean market.
General manager Peter Maunder will be your trainer and consultant. His most relevant training and
experience comes from 15 years with Toyota, where he worked in production, quality assurance, and
education and training in which he applied his comprehensive understanding of the Toyota Production
System (TPS).
Peter facilitated TPS training modules for Toyota including introducing TPS/Lean to local supply-chain
vendor companies and the Toyota dealer network. Peter also facilitated Lean/TPS seminars for
engineering and business studies classes at Auckland, Waikato and Massey universities.
He spent four-and-a-half years with Fisher & Paykel as training manager, overseeing the development of
in-house organisational learning methods and facilitating Lean training programmes. He has also
undertaken business studies training at Massey University, where he gained a Diploma in Business
Studies endorsed in training design and organisational learning.
Since then, Peter has consulted in Lean implementation to more than 50 companies through
Improvement Direct. The latest learning/research topics for Improvement Direct include blending Agile,
Scrum and rapid design principles into project management and task management methods with client
companies.

3.2.

New Zealand Regions Serviced

Nationwide (primary focus is Auckland/Waikato/BOP)
3.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

We have developed a whole-of-business approach to our Lean consulting plans, with modules that
apply to all areas including design, sales, administration, accounts, supply chain, manufacturing and so
on.
All training and consulting is delivered personally by managing director Peter Maunder.
We provide a practical application of Lean tools, shoulder-to-shoulder with department managers and
key staff. For example, value stream mapping is facilitated through an education module to start with,
and then managed as a project (using Worxsmart project excellence tools and training) to ensure
engagement, learning transfer and efficiency.
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3.4.

Referees

Upon request
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4. IMS Projects
ims-projects.co.nz

Back to Overview

4.1.

Service Provider(s) Background

IMS Projects has been operating in NZ for 10 years. During this time, we have successfully
delivered innovation capability programmes to a wide range of businesses, including some of NZ’s
best-known companies.
Our reputation is built on an ability to bring cutting-edge thinking to Kiwi businesses in a way that
resonates at all levels. We get cross-functional teams into action, build momentum and install
enduring capability.
Building an innovation culture is not just about training; it is about guiding businesses towards
successful, repeatable innovation. At its heart, it’s about shifting the leaderships’ thinking from
‘how many problems can I solve?’ to ‘how many problem solvers can I develop?’ This is the
essential shift that builds a culture of innovation from the inside.
We are not interested in a one-time success. We are not interested in a moment. We are
interested in a movement. We want to start a movement in which your business can see and
engage with the whole spectrum of innovation, repeatedly. We do this by embedding Lean
thinking through all parts of our clients’ workplaces, recognising and resolving their unique pain
points and ultimately freeing them from the tedious details that hold them back.

4.2.

New Zealand Regions Serviced

We offer full online service delivery and can service nationwide.
Most of our work is in Auckland, Waikato, Wellington and Canterbury.

4.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

We work with the business at all levels to achieve a sustainable system for Lean and innovation
management.
We work to an iterative model, always co-designing implementation activity and periodically
‘stepping-back’ to review performance, assess progress and re-plan next steps.
All projects commence with a discovery process. We work to understand your requirements and
challenges and to co-design a plan that fits your needs. There is no commitment to proceed
beyond this stage.
The implementation programme is about sustainable capability building through doing; this is
where we initiate the process and systems enhancements and the development of new ways of
working.
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This typically involves rolling out the Lean foundations across the business and working on a more
complex pilot ‘problem worth solving’. This enables a ‘learn by doing’ approach and adds
immediate value to the business. It is important to quickly give the team and the business an
experience of success using the new ways of working. The specific activities are determined in the
assessment phase.
A key capability for success is 90-day improvement planning, and we work with the business’
leadership team to develop and refine these critical routines. This includes benefits planning and
reporting.

4.4.

Referees

Upon request
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5. Intent Group
intentgroup.co.nz

Back to Overview

5.1.

Service Provider(s) Background

Intent Group is the leading operational consultancy in NZ, focused on helping NZ companies
become world class. We do this by delivering productivity and efficiency improvements to clients
through the application of best practice (including Lean, Six Sigma, process mapping and many
other methodologies) across your supply chain, business processes and manufacturing operational
areas.
We can provide access to the best operational consultants in NZ and globally through our
extended networks, including Lean construction, Lean health, Lean in the public sector and leading
practitioners throughout the world.
We consider the journey to improved performance to be made up of five stages: awareness,
assessment, performance improvement, capability growth, and sustainability. Following this
approach brings our clients great success. We work with businesses to tailor an approach that
addresses your precise needs, including the right Intent resource to fit with your team and
culture.
Our team is capable of training, mentoring, coaching and leading the required transformation, and
we play whatever role is required to help companies through the transformation, and to build
confidence and competence.

5.2.

New Zealand Regions Serviced

Nationwide

5.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

We have a highly structured 12-month plan and outline that we use as a starting point with
clients, which we then customise and develop to suit their individual needs. We use different
resources to deliver different elements, and get the greatest efficiencies. We deploy project
management regularly, and have change management built in up front, along with the loss and
waste diagnostic. Best practices are chosen and deployed based on the business need, and
outcomes of the loss and waste. Project management includes benefit tracking and reporting.
To help organisations achieve their goals, we run workshops to initiate their Lean journey. These
are motivating, engaging, dynamic and offer real-life examples. Planned outcomes are identified
and monitored by conducting an initial loss and waste exercise from which baselines are set. Daily
management systems produce reports for easy measuring and benefits tracking, allowing for open
discussions to take place. This mechanism allows teams to be accountable for measuring their
own data and impact on the bottom line.
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Through training and coaching we embed processes and practices so the organisation can sustain
improvement in manufacturing, supply chain, office and administration areas, innovation and/or
new product development.

5.4.

Referees

Upon request
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6. Kaizen Institute New Zealand
nz.kaizen.com

Back to Overview

6.1.

Service Provider(s) Background

Kaizen Institute was founded by Masaaki Imai in 1985, introducing the Kaizen approach – as
practised by Toyota Motor Corporation and numerous Japanese companies – to the wider world.
The NZ business unit was registered in 1988 when Masaaki Imai and Taiichi Ohno (the mastermind
behind the Toyota Production System) visited Fisher & Paykel. During June 2021 Masaaki Imai, at
the age of 90, published his third book on Kaizen at the age of 90!
Kaizen Institute New Zealand collaborates globally with almost 400 Kaizen consultants,
continuously improving our own products, processes, people and purpose to benefit our clients.
Our team is involved in developing and reviewing the global Kaizen methodology, which we
implement in your workplace based on your unique requirements. We don’t ‘copy and paste’ Lean
tools; we offer comprehensive consulting and coaching to support you to transform yourself to
achieve a true and lasting Kaizen culture where work becomes easier for everyone, every day,
everywhere (in Mr Imai’s words).
We regard respect for people as a critical foundation for business excellence and practise it
ourselves when working with you.
Our team has decades of experience in applying Kaizen and through owning their own businesses.

6.2.

New Zealand Regions Serviced

Nationwide (based in Auckland)

6.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

We first determine the business’ needs with the owners, senior leaders, and/or key influencers in
your team through the use of appropriate Kaizen methods and tools. A system to manage the
programme and the deliverables is set up with your senior leadership team.
Training and coaching of Kaizen leaders at all levels enables the culture of excellence that will
sustain ongoing improvements. Frontline staff are engaged in the application of the relevant
Kaizen tools to ensure new, improved behaviours are embedded at all levels.
Value stream analysis (also in job-shops) is done in workshops, leading to prioritised improvement
projects, targeting improvements in people’s motivation, quality, lead times, and cost. Waste in
the business is identified and systematically reduced through the application of Kaizen methods,
tools and techniques.
Data-driven decision making (quantitative) is incorporated in the Kaizen methodology. It is also a
qualitative approach (focusing on analysing and establishing behaviours, attitudes, and mindsets).
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6.4.

Referees

Upon request
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7. Lean Engage
leanengage.co.nz

Back to Overview

7.1.

Service Provider(s) Background

Lean Engage was established by Darren McDonald in 2010 after extensive experience working for
international businesses, in a range of business change and improvement roles. Darren is a
qualified accountant with postgraduate qualifications in organisational performance and adult
learning. He is a certified TWI – Train the Trainer in Job Instruction. Darren maintains an annual
programme of Lean-based continuing professional development.
His broad business experience includes:
●
●
●
●

10 years’ implementing business ERP systems across services, operations management
and manufacturing
Extensive leadership experience in business planning, performance and improvement
A graduate of the Shell International ‘coach the coach’ programme
Board member of the Kata School Australasia, teaching improvement and coaching
programmes on behalf of the school: www.kataschool.org.nz

Darren works with only a small number of concurrent clients to ensure he develops a deep
understanding of their business, and can provide weekly support.
The Lean Engage approach leverages extensive business experience and combines proven
Lean fundamentals alongside developing best practice. Practicality is key, as is delivering on
programmes that reduce firefighting by making Lean thinking real and accessible for NZ
businesses.

7.2.

New Zealand Regions Serviced

Wellington, Canterbury, Marlborough, Nelson, Tasman and Taranaki

7.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

The Lean Institute states there is no ‘single way’ to begin a Lean journey. Darren’s first visit will be
focused on getting to know you, walking ‘your gemba’ and understanding your drivers for
improvement.
Adults learn by doing and a Lean Engage programme will be designed around a series of practical
business improvement projects. These projects have the dual purpose of making an improvement,
and developing staff capability for future improvement.
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NZ leaders need to escape a cycle of relentless firefighting and allow themselves time to focus on
business performance and growth. A Lean programme releases time and capacity through
improved processes and the establishment of sustainable business management systems.
Understanding the science behind continuous improvement is key to using it effectively. Darren
teaches scientific thinking with clients and runs courses for the Kata School Australasia.
Success is when you feel confident to practice continuous improvement independently. As we
progress, Darren leaves you with the learning resources to manage your own programme.
“I now know how to take on challenges I’d never have considered in the past.” – Previous client on
having learnt the Toyota Kata

7.4.

Referees

Upon request
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8. Lean Group
leangroup.co.nz

Back to Overview

8.1.

Service Provider(s) Background

Since its creation in 2007, the Lean Group has focused on providing companies with Lean training
that generates long-term sustainable benefits – not only in terms of quality, cost and delivery
performance, but also people development and engagement.
Lean Group owner Ian Lines has spent more than 20 years working in improvement environments,
initially in the automotive industry in the UK, and then in NZ, where he has worked with more than
30 companies.
Formally trained through the Lean Enterprise Research Centre, Ian has developed a Lean skill set
that works at all levels of a company. The Lean Group believes Lean sustainability comes from
training people at all levels of the organisation, achieving shop-floor improvements while
improving office processes and breaking down barriers between departments. Leadership training
is a specialty of the company’s approach, generating the skills sets required for long-term success.
The Lean Group has worked in many environments – from manufacturing, to agriculture, to web
design, to the justice system.

8.2.

New Zealand Regions Serviced

Nationwide

7.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

A typical implementation starts with the analysis phase, which involves two to five days on site to
identify the potential opportunities, meet the team and develop an implementation plan. The
plan can last for three to 12 months depending on the size of the business, number of staff and
training requirements.
During the implementation phase organisations can expect to see their challenges resolved,
improving customer quality, cost and delivery. Activities include 5S workplace organisation
implementation, creation of a measurement and problem-solving framework, value stream
mapping activities, and advanced tools such as TPM and SMED if required. All staff complete the
famous Lego Lean Simulation.
A recent Lean Group customer has seen a 260% productivity increase, and a reduction in lead
times from 14 to three days, freeing up two staff to work on other projects. A manufacturing
customer has reduced its quality issues by 95%, and gained greater staff engagement. And a local
agribusiness customer improved delivery performance from 81% to 100% through better problem
solving and staff engagement.
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8.4.

Referees

Referees and case studies are available on request.

9. Lean Hub
theleanhub.co.nz
Back to Overview

9.1.

Service Provider(s) Background

Our vision is to be the leading and most dynamic operational efficiency improvement mentors in
NZ. Our mission is to unlock and unleash the enduring success of Kiwi businesses and their people.
We work tirelessly to see your business succeed – your success is our success.
With decades of collective experience in the continuous improvement space, Lean Hub has
become a trusted business partner to many organisations both nationally and internationally.
More than anything else, we value people and the relationships we build. People very much sit at
the heart of our organisation and guide all that we do. Our values are:
Be humble: We believe in keeping our feet on the ground and our head out of the clouds. Success
is shared, and we’d rather see you in the spotlight than we would ourselves.
Be practical: We believe in rolling up our sleeves, getting our hands dirty, and walking the
talk. Actions speak louder than words and visible results always trump words on a page.
Be dependable: We always do what we say and stand by our word. We hold ourselves and each
other accountable and can always be relied on to deliver.

9.2.

New Zealand Regions Serviced

Nationwide

8.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

We believe a business must always stay focused on the value they bring to their customers. When
this perspective is ignored, staff soon forget why the business even exists, creating uncertainty and
a general lack of engagement. Each team member needs to understand how they fit in the process
of delivering value to customers so they can tie their daily tasks directly to high-impact results.
To that end, our team will work with you to deploy a customised suite of precise and proven Lean
methodologies and tools to seek out the key leverage points for your business.
You’ll benefit from our team’s 20-plus years of experience in successfully executing Lean projects all
over the world.
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Our proven process:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

9.4.

Initial project scoping
Company benchmarking (pre-project)
Development of:
o Project charter
o Company vision (leadership team)
o Company values (all staff)
Formation/refreshment of roles and responsibilities and leadership deliverables
Competitive systems and practices national qualification offered to all staff
Establishing metrics (KPIs/dashboard)
Introduction of 5S (techniques to become better organised)
Problem solving and root cause analysis
Use of various Lean tools as required (SMED, OEE, PDCAs)
Company benchmarking (post-project)
Next steps after year-one implementation

Referees

Upon request
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10. Lean6Sigma
lean6sigma.co.nz

Back to Overview

10.1. Service Provider(s) Background
Chris Reed and his daughter Hannah Reed run the training consultancy Lean6Sigma, which was
formed in 2009 to help companies build their in-house process improvement capability.
Chris has been a continuous improvement manager, operations director and managing director.
He is a certified Master Black Belt in Lean Six Sigma and Change Practitioner and an accomplished
trainer and coach with eight continuous improvement deployments completed. He has personally
trained and mentored 50-plus Black Belts, and 2,000-plus Green Belts and Yellow Belts in Lean and
Lean6Sigma roadmaps and tools, and helped them to close 250-plus projects.
Hannah is a certified Green Belt practitioner, science graduate, experienced facilitator and course
trainer for in-company and public White, Yellow and Green Belt courses using Lean Six Sigma and
change methodologies, roadmaps and toolkits. Hannah has led several process improvement
workshops and initiatives with Lean6Sigma clients.
Examples of most recent clients include:
Service sector: The Warehouse, Counties Power and Hydraulink
Manufacturing: Dynamic Fabrications,
Food and beverage: Goodman Fielder, Vitaco, Davis Food Ingredients
Building and construction: Masterspec, Tonkin + Taylor

10.2. New Zealand Regions Serviced
Nationwide (based in Auckland)

9.3.

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

A typical Lean assignment would include the following steps:
● Define: At a high level, we listen to your requirements and assist you in creating a Lean plan
aligned with your business needs. At an assignment level, we define the problem and
objectives and map the current process.
● Measure: We work with you to capture and measure the current state of the processes you
need improving. We provide training in Lean fundamentals so you can work with us.
● Analysis: We review and recommend potential improvements and assist with pilot trials and
assessments. We aim to build internal capability in both Lean technical and change tools
through workshops and online learning.
● Improve: We help you track projects through implementation to completion, and update the
Lean metrics.
● Control: We sustain the assignment gains, and the client is encouraged to appoint a Lean
coordinator and become more self-sufficient.
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● Lean culture: The engagement behaviours needed to support a Lean culture are identified
and reinforced, including self-managing process improvement.

10.4. Referees
Upon request
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11. LMAC
lmac.co.nz

Back to Overview

11.1. Service Provider(s) Background
LMAC is taking NZ organisations beyond Lean tools. We’re unleashing the latent potential of these
organisations by engaging everyone in every corner of the business. LMAC has 16 years’
experience working directly with NZ industry. We know how to take the high ideals of Lean and
translate them into meaningful languages, and adapt tools and approaches that will most
effectively work across multiple industry types. We know the ‘how’ of using Lean tools and
principles in order to develop high-performance organisations in a sustainable way.
LMAC’s consultants have extensive experience with Lean principles and tools. Critically, however,
they also have significant leadership and change-management experience. Over many years, we
have used this experience and knowledge to develop our bespoke LMAC Lean model, which is now
well proven within the Callaghan Innovation Lean Programme framework. Our model focuses on
achieving real business results through engaging people and imparting knowledge and skills that
allow an organisation to sustain and further improve after our departure.

11.2. New Zealand Regions Serviced
Nationwide

10.3. Lean Service Delivery Methodologies
Our approach is focused on helping organisations achieve tangible business results through its
people in a sustainable way.
We start by visiting a potential client free of charge, anywhere in NZ. During this visit we can listen
to the potential client and establish what their business need is. We’ll also explain ourselves and
our services and how we may be able to offer support.
Once engaged, we will undertake a current state assessment. We tailor support packages that are
bespoke to each organisation’s needs, which incorporates looking at objectives, processes and the
organisation structure. We establish what improvements can be made and what the ROI looks like
for the client. For most organisations, this will be a 2 to 3-day activity.
Then we partner with our client to develop and deploy a bespoke strategic improvement
programme that will engage your people with the success of the business.

11.4. Referees
Upon request
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12. Many Caps Consulting
manycaps.com

Back to Overview

12.1. Service Provider(s) Background
Many Caps Consulting was founded in 2015 by owner and director John Watt. Our purpose is to
enable people to be more fulfilled and productive in what they do. Helping Kiwi companies
achieve more is what gets us up in the morning and drives us.
We bring international and local experience to our work with organisations undertaking their Lean
journey. With more than 15 years’ experience in the competitive contract electronics
manufacturing sector, coupled with time spent working at all levels of specialist vehicle, cable, and
pipe manufacturing organisations, we can apply that background to any organisation we work
with.
Maintaining links with international Lean experts ensures we are at the forefront of Lean thinking,
and we make that knowledge readily available to our clients in a way that is practical and right for
NZ businesses.
John holds a Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) in manufacturing systems and management and a
Master of Science in electronics manufacturing; is a Chartered Engineer; a member of the
Institution of Engineering and Technology (UK), the Institute of Directors and Aerospace
Christchurch.

12.2. New Zealand Regions Serviced
Nationwide

11.3. Lean Service Delivery Methodologies
There is no cookie-cutter application of Lean since no two organisations are the same. That is why
we tailor the approach to match the customer’s needs. We understand what the customer needs,
because we ask a lot of questions, listen a whole lot more, then together agree on their priorities
and the steps we’ll take together.
We agree on a pilot area, and work with a multidisciplinary and multilevel team from the
company. This allows us to gain an understanding of the key pain points, identify the
improvement opportunities, what the ideal future state looks like, and the organisation’s key
measures of success.
We then agree on the tools that should be used and the steps taken to move through the
improvement process, using a ‘learn by doing’ approach. We then identify the next area of
improvement.
We use technology where appropriate, such as using Microsoft Teams for remote coaching, chat,
and tracking of actions. It also means we can be available anywhere you are.
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As part of an exit strategy, we ensure you have the knowledge, tools and the ability to apply them
without us.

12.4. Referees
Upon request
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13. Plexus Consulting
plexusconsulting.co.nz

Back to Overview

13.1. Service Provider(s) Background
I am Rob Bull – sole operator for Plexus Consulting. Based in Hamilton, I have a strong background
in the health sector, having led and developed many health services around NZ. After a period of
leading key regional projects, I was leading the Lean programme for a local health provider,
supporting the implementation of Lean thinking into general practice facilities across the Waikato
and Taranaki regions.
I began providing Lean services as part of the Regional Business Partner Network in 2017. Since
then I have delivered a number of programmes covering many sectors including health and
manufacturing and for sales/service-based organisations.
I am also a certified Lego Serious Play(LSP) facilitator. This has added a lot of value to my business
and clients as it enables me to take a high-engagement approach with teams and leadership
groups through strategy setting and problem solving conversations.
Since the beginning of 2021, Plexus Consulting has also been a collaborative partner to The
Icehouse – a not-for-profit organisation committed to growing SME capability across NZ. In this
relationship, I deliver the Lean/productivity component of their Owner Manager and Leadership
Development Programmes. The Icehouse team also refers me to past and current clients who are
seeking to start their Lean journey, and calls on me to deliver bespoke training or workshops.

13.2. New Zealand Regions Serviced
All regions. Main focus areas are: Waikato, Bay of Plenty, Taranaki, Wellington, Hawke’s Bay,
Auckland, Christchurch and Nelson

12.3. Lean Service Delivery Methodologies
When starting a new client engagement I focus on clarifying the current challenges and desired
outcomes. I spend significant time talking to, observing and asking questions of as many people as
possible in the organisation.
My services are predominantly delivered face-to-face and on site through coaching and consultative
sessions. I prefer multiple and shorter touch points when engaging with teams. This minimises time
‘off the tools’, which is where the main costs are to an organisation undertaking a Lean program
My typical implementation plans follow the Lean methodology of the Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA)
cycle.
The initial phase of work is about planning, seeking to understand the client’s pain points and
onboarding the client so that everyone involved understands the expectations of the 12-month
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programme. The planning can take the form of interviews with key stakeholders and observations
of the targeted areas of the business.
An Operational Excellence review can also be completed, giving an objective overview of 20
subcomponents of the business, which come under the headings of:
● Leadership
● Strategic planning
● People
● Continuous improvement
● Customer

13.4. Referees
Upon request
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14. Productivity People
productivitypeople.co.nz

Back to Overview

14.1. Service Provider(s) Background
Productivity People are experts in productivity improvement and unlocking untapped capacity,
which results in significant performance improvements. We follow proven Lean and continuous
improvement methodologies to boost clients’ productivity, enhance quality, reduce operational
cost and environmental footprint. This results in better outcomes for the customers and people of
the enterprise, the shareholders, and the community.
Productivity People are people-centric: we engage with client teams to ensure the client owns the
transformation to improve well beyond our engagement. We put the client’s people at the heart
of their business-improvement systems.
Productivity People are made up of Lean/continuous improvement and operations professionals
who have worked in Lean environments for many decades, starting and sustaining Lean
transformations in line or functional roles in businesses. As consultants, our team has supported
successful Lean programmes in more than 200 companies in NZ and internationally.
A strength of our organisation is that we engage and transform people at all levels in an
organisation. We interact with business owners, CEOs, and board members (when appropriate) to
middle management and onto the shopfloor. A critical success factor for Lean transformations is
understanding and active involvement from the sponsor of the programme.

14.2. New Zealand Regions Serviced
Nationwide. We increasingly combine remote sessions and a flipped classroom model to efficiently
deliver our programme to our clients.

14.3

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

Our approach is individualised to clients, informed by our change-management philosophy and
supported by our repeatable methodology – our Productivity Growth Programme. In this
programme we have recorded our Lean methodology in 24 best practices, which are periodically
assessed to four levels of maturity, and for which we provide ‘how-to’ guides and supporting
templates to teach and embed these practices. For the Callaghan Innovation Lean Programme, our
Productivity Growth Programme consists of the following components:
●

Lean introduction

●

Productivity growth wheel assessment

●

90-day and rest-of-year implementation plan

●

Lean practices implementation and coaching of leaders and teams
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At Stabicraft, we helped improve flow (Kanban/pull), material management and availability, and
task improvement (jigs, quality), leading to an increase in output from 12 to more than 25 boats per
week.
At Utemaster, we helped reduce the bottleneck, and improve the quality and effectiveness of tasks,
as well as material flow and availability, leading to a near-doubling of output per person per day.
At Glasslines NZ, we worked on DMS, on-the-event problem solving, Standard Work and Error
proofing, and rework quality was reduced from 5–10% to less than 1%.

14.4. Referees
●

David Turner, Executive Director of Sequal Lumber, Kawerau

●

Gareth Dykes, Managing Director of FI Innovations, Invercargill

●

Other referees aligned with your industry sector available on request
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15. Simply Lean Business Solutions
simplylean.co.nz

Back to Overview

15.1. Service Provider(s) Background
Simply Lean Business Solutions, established in 2001, is owned and directed by experienced Lean
practitioner Peter Cox.
Peter’s team of highly experienced individuals bring best practice knowledge and expertise from
leading organisations such as Toyota, Rolls Royce, Electrolux, Dynamic Controls, Macpac and
Canterbury University.
We have proven capability implementing Lean principles in more than 150 different
organisations covering a wide range of technical specialisation within multiple sectors and
industries. The team’s extensive experience teaching, developing, and implementing Lean
thinking solutions delivers significant and sustainable results for clients.
Ultimately, the issues, challenges, and objectives that organisations face – regardless of the
technical elements or business sector – drives the right Lean applications and solutions. This is
where our substantial experience across industry comes to the fore.
We understand the right approach to Lean thinking, and apply this know-how to our local
situations and cultures in NZ.
We maintain strong links with Japanese industry and regularly host clients on Lean study tours of
Toyota and other Japanese Lean companies.
Bringing all this together helps clients achieve operational excellence, as we use an application of
Lean thinking customised for them and designed solely with their success in mind.

15.2. New Zealand Regions Serviced
Nationwide

15.3

Lean Service Delivery Methodologies

Our tailored programmes are designed to meet each client’s operational and cultural needs with
flexibility along their journey. Our framework develops our approach to teaching and showing
people how to learn and apply the tools appropriate to the organisation, working alongside them
to embed knowledge and capability, and ultimately achieve the successes they strive for.
1. Leadership and governance by a group who lead the developments, ensuring they drive
toward the strategic objectives.
2. Engagement through leadership provides an understanding of the need to improve and the
pathway to success, supporting the employee’s integral role and enabling them to learn and
develop.
3. Developing people through our ‘learn by doing’ approach provides practical training and
coaching supplemented by appropriate ‘classroom training’. Our Leadership Development
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programme overlays this focus on behaviours that leaders must learn in order to develop
themselves, their people and processes.
4. Developing processes through analysis and by teaching people to identify where and how
to improve, and implementing solutions that bring sustainable results.
5. Monthly consulting programme maintains development, provides feedback, and targets
further advancements. Consultation beyond 12 months is sought by clients should they
wish to advance further, with the frequency of visits diminishing as confidence grows,
alongside establishing a robust exit strategy to create a sustainable programme.
In addition, our Japan-based Toyota sensei conducts training sessions throughout NZ, and leads
customised in-house training and process development projects for clients both in person and
virtually, in compliance with Covid-19 restrictions.

15.4. Referees
Upon request
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16. Smarter Better Faster NZ
sbf.co.nz
Back to Overview

16.1. Service Provider(s) Background
Smarter Better Faster NZ (SBF) has been helping small, medium and large companies to ‘get’
Lean, eliminate waste, improve process and share successes since 2007. SBF trains, coaches and
facilitates improvement programmes and projects, using traditional and SBF-developed tools and
tactics that have been tried and tested alongside NZ companies for more than 25 years.
Some examples of our success include:
● A manufacturing artist who has turned 80% seconds into 90% first quality products
● A beauty therapist who processes an additional five waxes per day after implementing
quick-changeover thinking
● A team that is skilled and prepared to battle all weather to repair roads after storms and
washouts
● A productive team that grows, picks, packs and sends superior quality apples around the
world
● Skilled engineers who design and make smart fires, and manufacture doors to protect
NZ’s products and produce
● Guys and girls who maximise yields from sawn logs and processed timber for export
● A finance team that reduced end-of-month reporting by 12 working days
We’ve also worked with ready-meal producers, pie makers, brewers, farmers, factory workers,
teams, managers, leaders, business owners, suppliers, stakeholders and shareholders.
Let us help your team discover their own culture, curiosity and tenacity for finding new and
different ways to transform what they do and how they do it, every day.

16.2. New Zealand Regions Serviced
Northland, Auckland, Hamilton, Taranaki, *Bay of Plenty, *Hawke’s Bay, Manawatu,
Horowhenua, Wairarapa, Wellington, Tasman, Canterbury, Otago.
*Home base

15.3. Lean Service Delivery Methodologies
We understand that every business is different: industry, size, location, strategy, culture, ethnic and
gender makeup, behaviour, attitude, operating workflow, equipment, capability, terminology,
technology, and markets.
We adapt our 12-month programme to the client’s current capability and knowledge, the
environment, and the type of issues, problems and opportunities faced. We appreciate how hard it
is to implement a new project alongside the existing daily operational pressures. We consider the
demands on teams and individuals when developing programmes and projects. Equally, we are
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persistent and apply enough pressure to keep teams steadily moving forward to achieve agreed
outcomes.
We use three recognised improvement methodologies: Kotter’s eight steps for leading change; the
eight DOWNTIME waste categories; and Deming’s DMAIC improvement cycle. Together these
elements, alongside proven tools and tactics, form the basis of SBF’s proven improvement process.
While each programme follows the same structured path – define needs and measure what
matters; analyse, fix, repeat; improve and grow; control and celebrate – the content, tools and
tactics are selected specifically to meet the agreed expectations and outcomes.
Progressively, leaders and teams learn how to generate and reinvest savings achieved through the
implementation of team improvement ideas, the removal of obstacles and the elimination of
waste.

16.4. Referees
Upon request
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17. TXM Lean Solutions
txm.com/nz

Back to Overview

17.1. Service Provider(s) Background
TXM are world leaders in successful Lean implementation for growing manufacturing and
distribution businesses. Founded in Melbourne 2004 by Kiwi engineer and manufacturing manager
Tim McLean, we have now grown to have offices in seven countries and projects in 21 countries.
Over the course of 15 years we have developed expertise that enable us to understand the
particular challenges that growing manufacturing and distribution businesses face. We have been
able to develop effective solutions that combine Lean manufacturing principles with business
common sense to drive improved customer service, reduce waste and inventory, while lowering
costs and maximising your profit.
TXM Lean consultants pride themselves on being manufacturing professionals first and Lean
manufacturing consultants second. Every member of our team has extensive practical
manufacturing experience in leadership and management roles in addition to their deep
knowledge and experience in Lean thinking.

17.2. New Zealand Regions Serviced
Nationwide. Our team is currently based in the Auckland, Waikato and Nelson Bays areas.

17.3. Lean Service Delivery Methodologies
The TXM process starts with gaining a clear understanding of your business objectives.
We then design a tailored programme and action plan to take your business where it
needs to go. Ongoing support is provided with the skills development and coaching at
every stage ensuring your objectives are achieved.
We have delivered sustainable bottom-line improvements across almost every aspect of
business, from plant layout, to supply-chain design, office and administrative processes,
sales processes and engineering. We also help our clients address organisational structure
and develop the right people to successfully lead the change.
Our approach to Lean implementation is based on the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle. We work
with you to tailor a solution, get hands-on with you as you pilot the solution, then give
you time to trial and reflect on the new processes before returning to your site to ‘check’
the results and ‘act’ to lock in the change.
We understand the busy world of SMEs so we focus on the concepts, principles, tools,
and techniques that will efficiently and effectively facilitate change. Our coaching is highly
flexible, usually delivered where people work and involves short sessions with individuals
and small groups, maximising the retention rate for new ideas.
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Projects are broken into stages to provide an opportunity for review at each stage, with
a typical project taking 10–12 months. Our focus on achieving results means that most
customers achieve returns that exceed five times their investment.
17.4. Referees
Upon request
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18. Yeats Consulting
yeats.co.nz

Back to Overview

18.1. Service Provider(s) Background
Between 1987 and 2004, Clinton Yeats worked in the Japanese motor industry (Toyota and Nissan)
in South Africa, Europe and Japan. He held various roles in engineering, production and
programme management and was responsible for product and process development, plant
preparation, as well as the management and leadership of engineering and production teams. At
Nissan he was responsible for the development and performance of key European parts suppliers
through the design and delivery of operational improvement programmes. A central function in all
Clinton’s roles involved the use of Kaizen/Lean and driving continuous improvement activities
throughout the operations and teams.
On emigrating to NZ in 2005 Clinton established Yeats Consulting. Since then, he has provided
consulting services to more than 150 NZ businesses and organisations. Clinton’s approach is to
involve full cross-functional teams (at all levels) in developing and implementing robust, efficient
and quality-driven operational processes (and workplaces), as well as the necessary supporting
management systems to deliver ongoing business and operational performance improvements.
Through specific programmes of work and elevating organisations from ‘people’ to ‘process led’,
significant improvements are achieved in productivity, product and process quality, workplace
safety, leadership, and team culture.

18.2. New Zealand Regions Serviced
Nationwide (travel costs apply to regions outside of Auckland)

18.3. Lean Service Delivery Methodologies
Yeats Consulting offers various Lean/business performance improvement programmes that are
tailored to the specific needs, size and capabilities of any NZ business or organisation.
All programmes involve a top-down/bottom-up process of change and improvement. From the
start, a clear narrative around the need for change is developed, performance improvement
objectives/targets (KPIs) established, and clearly defined responsibilities and timelines specified.
Training in Lean concepts ensures the full team can identify the opportunities for improvement
(wastes/NVA activities) within the business, and they are aligned and committed to the need for
change. Problem-solving training enables the teams to identify the root causes of underlying
‘systemic’ issues and problems within the business, and through the application of specific Lean
processes and tools, the necessary improvements and changes are implemented.
Throughout the change process, robust and transparent communication ensures the ongoing
engagement and involvement of all staff. Leadership skills at all levels are developed through the
planning of tasks and the development and ‘ownership’ of the improved processes and physical
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workplace. A Lean/quality management system is developed to ensure all improvement activities
are managed, monitored, and sustained beyond the programme timeframe.

18.4. Referees
Upon request
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